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Neutrons scattered by nucleus
isotopic substitution - labelling

bH = -3.74 x 10-15 m

bD = +6.67 x 10-15 m

Neutrons highly penetrating & non-destructive

complex sample environment

repetitive measurements

Very Expensive
nuclear reactors or spallation sources







How far does a molecule move in a unit of time?
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Entangled polymers – many random walks



The Tube Model

Polymer chains in
the melt

Each chain can be 
considered to be
constrained within
a tube



Polymer Motion
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Neutron scattering
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Neutron spin echo spectrometer IN11 
(ILL, Grenoble)

SpinSpin--echo uses the rotation of theecho uses the rotation of the
neutron in a magnetic field as a ”clock”neutron in a magnetic field as a ”clock”
to measure time during which memoryto measure time during which memory
of previous position of the scatteringof previous position of the scatteringof previous position of the scatteringof previous position of the scattering
nuclei decaysnuclei decays



Large apparatus to investigate shape, size, Large apparatus to investigate shape, size, 
organisation and motion of moleculesorganisation and motion of molecules



What are the advantages of What are the advantages of 
neutron spin echo?neutron spin echo?

�� It is highest energy resolution QENS techniqueIt is highest energy resolution QENS technique

�� It is a coherent scattering technique so we can exploit the SANS signal from It is a coherent scattering technique so we can exploit the SANS signal from 
labelled moleculeslabelled molecules

�� It uses a highly collimated beam so we can measure at low q values It uses a highly collimated beam so we can measure at low q values –– ie ie 
over reasonable spatial distancesover reasonable spatial distancesover reasonable spatial distancesover reasonable spatial distances

�� It measures the time FT of the normal S(q,E) correlation function.  In It measures the time FT of the normal S(q,E) correlation function.  In 
energy space this signal is a convolution of the energy spread in the energy space this signal is a convolution of the energy spread in the 
incident beam and the signal from the sample.  The FT of a convolution is a incident beam and the signal from the sample.  The FT of a convolution is a 
product.  Hence the product.  Hence the resolution function can be divided outresolution function can be divided out from the from the 
NSE signal leaving the pure sample S(q,t)NSE signal leaving the pure sample S(q,t)
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Scientists need good luck!Scientists need good luck!

Two parameters are important in deciding whether the effect of entanglements
can be seen in a spin echo experiment, Rouse time AND tunnel width, D

We had all concentrated on the energy resolution question and hence the
Rouse time.  This implied PDMS would be the polymer of choice.

For us however the choice of polymer was driven by necessity!
We needed an h/d mixture to give the coherent scattering from single chainsWe needed an h/d mixture to give the coherent scattering from single chains
To reduce the incoherent signal we needed a mix 90% deuterated.
Such polymers are expensive or unobtainable!  BUT d-tetrahydrofuran is an

NMR solvent and is CHEAP!  It is not difficult to polymerise.
Our chemists made the d and h polymers for us – in high and low Mw

samples.
No-one had measured the rheology or obtained the tunnel width for PTHF

– it was not an important polymer!
From the neutron experiments D turned out to be around 30A like PE and

much smaller than D for PDMS (which is around 80A like PS)





So where did QENS from polymers So where did QENS from polymers 
develop?develop?

�� Higher resolution spin echo experiments with improved Higher resolution spin echo experiments with improved 
statistics and longer time scales from different polymers statistics and longer time scales from different polymers 
including PDMSincluding PDMS

�� Exploration of different molecular architectures in spin Exploration of different molecular architectures in spin 
echo, as well as mixtures echo, as well as mixtures echo, as well as mixtures echo, as well as mixtures 

�� Exploitation of the time domain to remove the Exploitation of the time domain to remove the 
convolution problemconvolution problem–– even from energy domain even from energy domain 
experimentsexperiments

�� Comparison of molecular modelling results with QENS Comparison of molecular modelling results with QENS 
experiments experiments 

�� Construction of more spinConstruction of more spin--echo spectrometers at echo spectrometers at 
neutron sources in Europe, Japan and USAneutron sources in Europe, Japan and USA
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Summary
QENS theory and experiment hand in hand

1959-61 Four early years at Saclay plus subsequent post doc led de Gennes to 
write his first papers on neutron scattering  - from liquids
1965- 75 Spectrometers for quasi-elastic scattering were developed at a 
number of neutron sources worldwide – especially ILL
1965-75 Physicists and chemists recognised polymers were interesting examples
for the neutron techniques.  Initially density of states.  Quasi-elastic scattering showed
much slower q-dependence of the energy broadening than for simple liquids.
1967 Two de Gennes papers in the now defunct Physics develop
the theory for this unusual q-dependence and indicate  the time dependence
1970-80 Scientists search for these t and q-dependences using new high1970-80 Scientists search for these t and q-dependences using new high
resolution QENS but the convolution problem is a “killer”.
1975-80 Neutron spin-echo spectrometer IN11 is built at ILL –
it has higher resolution and also solves the convolution problem.
1981 de Gennes publishes the functional form of the correlation function 
for one reptating chain
1980-85 First observations using NSE of the effect of entanglements on slowing 
down the motion of a single polymer molecule.  Direct comparisons to the model
correlation function
1985 onwards  NSE spectrometers are built with increasing count rates and 
higher resolution.  Polymer motion for different chemical and physical structures is 
observed in increasing detail and compared to more sophisticated models.  Molecular
dynamics calculations “come of age” and provide a further source of insight.




